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Commodity outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Depleted stocks and local dry conditions take domestic prices to multi-year highs, while the outlook hangs on May
rain.

Dairy

Most Australian dairy farms will be looking for some much-needed rainfall in the coming weeks.

Beef

Despite ongoing dry conditions, prices are expected to stabilise, after falling to more favourable levels for
processors and feedlots.

Sheepmeat

With more limited supply as we head into winter, this is a turning point for prices.

Sugar

Record Indian and Thai production will continue to weigh on prices in coming months.

Cotton

Strength and volatility will remain features of the ICE #2 Cotton market until July.

Wool

Supply pressure in coming months is expected to help support prices.

Wine

Consumers continue to drive the alternative packaging evolution and a lift in market values.

Horticulture

Rising consumer demand sees Australian fruit sector value and volumes continue to grow.

Fertiliser

A strengthening US dollar is unfavourable for local importers, but Rabobank expects fertiliser prices to remain
steady this winter and spring.

FX

With the market now better reflecting the divergence of monetary policy direction in the US and Australia, the
downside for the Australian dollar is now substantially less over the next 12 months.

Oil

The crude oil price is expected to increase, while the BDI plateaus, following a remarkable surge.

Not yet time to hit the panic button
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) &
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook

Heading into May, nearly all planted winter crops have been into dry soil,
following a very dry March and April, and above-average temperatures. Falls
across Victoria and South Australia of between 25mm and 50mm have brought
some relief; however, Australia’s two largest winter crop-producing states, NSW and
WA, have received very little rainfall leading into the season – and certainly not the
autumn break required for a favourable season opening.
As it stands, Australia’s two major climate drivers, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD), remain neutral – and as a result,
neither extensive dry nor wet conditions are forecast for the remainder of the
season. Models from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) do forecast a negative IOD
moving into June; however, it is important to note that the forecasting strength of
the models is weaker at this time of the year.
The BOM's three-month outlook favours drier conditions in the WA wheat belt and
through western Victoria. BOM is also forecasting warmer days and warmer nights
over the next three months, which will assist pasture growth for livestock and dairy
producers.

What to watch
It may be a dry start to the season; however, it is still early days in the 2018/19
season. While most major regions are well behind on year-to-date rainfall,
compared to 2016/17 and 2017/18, substantial season opening rains in midthrough to late May would put the season mostly back on track.
Source: BOM, Rabobank 2018

Soil moisture low, no clouds on the horizon
Relative root zone soil moisture, April 2018

Three-month outlook, May-July 2018
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Dry concerns at home and away
Dry conditions across North America continued to drive US markets during April. Most of the US winter
wheat crop continues to struggle, and while rain now might arrest declining prospects, the high end of
yield prospects is now well out of reach for 2018. From trading at USc 455/bu at the start of April, CBOT
Wheat futures found USc 540.5/bu in early May, up 18 % MOM. Spring wheat planting in the US and
into Canada is already delayed, and further delays will bring additional price support.
European and Black Sea winter crop conditions remain favourable, as harvest edges closer. Over 90% of
the Russian winter crop is reported to be in good to fair condition. Its export prospects remain strong for
this year, supported by another 10% devaluation of the rouble during April, government rail subsidies,
and likely maintenance of zero-duty exports beyond 1 July. We now expect Russian exports to possibly
near 40m tonnes, well above last year’s 28m-tonne record. European and Russian supply will take the
heat out of global supply concerns stemming from North America.
At home, dry conditions in the west, south, and east are generating early supply concerns. Although
conditions are stressed, there is still time for the season to get back on track, with significant rainfall in
mid- through to late May. Wheat prices, especially in the south and east, again moved higher during
April. APW ex-Brisbane closed out April at AUD 369/tonne, its highest point since May 2014. While
cattle numbers on feed are lower than during Q2 and Q3 2017, feed barley prices in NSW finished April
at AUD 339/tonne, levels not seen for a decade, and sorghum at AUD 365/tonne, both reflecting tight
supply and winter crop concern.
Despite expecting South-East Asian grain demand to continue with broad support, we note two
potential curbing factors for Australia. Tighter control of the use of imported milling wheat for animal feed
in Indonesia may lower import demand by as much as 1m tonnes in 2H 2018. Rabobank also expects
that Russia will take a share of Chinese wheat imports, due to price competitiveness, strengthening
government relationships and infrastructure developments.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to watch
•

•

Sabre-rattling continues. In April, effective immediately, China announced a 178.6% deposit duty on US
sorghum. Already at multi-year highs prior to the announcement, local sorghum prices have risen
another AUD 30/tonne, sitting at AUD 367/tonne in early May. We expect that most of the resultant
Chinese sorghum shortfall will be met by domestic corn stocks. The wait for news of the 25% tariff on US
soybeans and wheat continues.
Argentine wheat. Recent rainfall has, for now, allayed 2018 supply concerns, but should the crop face
further challenges, the largest customer, Brazil, needs to look to North America – US prices could explode.

Australian dry takes prices high
Australian wheat futures and CBOT,
May 2017-May 2018

Feed barley,
May 2017-May 2018
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Costs up, supply down without rain
Australian national milk production reached 7.3bn litres at the end of March 2018. This is 3.4%
higher than the same period last year. Risks, however, are increasing as to whether the supply
growth momentum can be continued into the 2018/19 season.
Autumn conditions have been less than ideal. April 2018 was the second-hottest on record, and
rainfall was well below-average across most major dairying regions. Early May delivered some rain,
but follow-up events are needed. Unfavourable seasonal conditions and firming demand have
started to see allocation water prices on the increase for southern Australia irrigation farmers.
The pipeline for processing investments continues to heat up. Recent announcements have
included details of capacity expansions by Freedom Foods and Camperdown Dairy Company.
Freedom Food’s new capacity is due online from 2019, meaning the competitive landscape for
milk supply will remain heated for more than the upcoming season.
The global dairy commodity basket performed reasonably well in April, with a bounce in butter
prices dragging the dairy complex higher. There will still be short-term turbulence in global
markets as the Northern Hemisphere peak passes. Nevertheless, supply growth across the
export engine is still expected to moderate over the second half of 2018, keeping markets in
reasonable balance.

What to watch

Dairy

•

Koroit plant divestiture. Now that the acquisition of Murray Goulburn assets is complete,
Saputo can begin the process of selling the Koroit plant. The process is likely to attract a
number of buyers and should be a speedy sale.

•

EU stockpile of skim milk powder. In the most recent tender, the European Commission
sold 24,066 tonnes of intervention stocks, with reports the product will move through
food grade channels, despite the age of the product. Is this a sign of things to come?

Late spring in Europe dampens milk flows
Global dairy prices, 2014-2018

Production growth, key exporting regions
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Prices show signs of stabilising
Despite ongoing dry conditions across large parts of eastern Australia and higher-than-normal
yardings (up 8%) during April, prices have stabilised through late April and early May. The Eastern
Young Cattle Indicator fell to AUD 4.96/kg cwt in late April and has remained steady around this
price through to early May.
Although conditions remain dry and availability of fodder for purchase is limited, Rabobank
expects cattle prices are now at more sustainable levels for processors – and that should help
stabilise the market. Without a large liquidation of cattle, prices should remain steady over the
coming month.
National cattle slaughter numbers for March (619,700 head) were down 3% YOY, reversing the trend
from the first two months of the year, which showed year-on-year increases. Rain across large areas
of Queensland reduced some of the stock-selling activity.
The proportion of females in the slaughter numbers rose to 47% nationally, with NSW, Victorian, and
WA numbers at 55%, 58%, and 54%, respectively, reflecting some culling as a result of drier
conditions in these states. Indicative numbers for April show numbers for the east coast rising
again (up 19% YOY), as drier conditions in southern areas force producers to offload stock
heading into winter.
Total exports in April (88,179 tonnes swt) were up 32% YOY. Exports to all major markets increased,
including increases of 35%, 33%, 54%, and 37% to Japan, the US, China, and South Korea, respectively.

What to watch

Beef

•

Feeder buying activity. The first quarter feedlot data, expected for release shortly, will give
an indication of the number of cattle on feed and demand for feeder cattle for the
coming months. With drier conditions, the availability of feeder cattle may be limited.
Reflecting this, the premium for younger weaner cattle over feeder cattle has narrowed to
some of the lowest levels in three years.

Pricing stabilising, but risk of young cattle
disappearing
Young cattle price premium showing signs of
weakening

Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
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The turning point of the season
Most sheepmeat prices eased through the first half of April, before recovering most of the loss
during the second half of the month. The ESTLI started the month at AUc 600/kg cwt, dipped to
AUc 571/kg, and then returned to AUc 595/kg cwt at the end of the month. This turnaround in
prices could signal the turning point in the season, at which supply limitations start to push
prices higher.
Generally, lamb prices will pick up through April and May, as supplies become more limited.
Ongoing strong export demand has accommodated increased production and will support
the normal seasonal rise in prices into the winter period.
Sheep slaughter numbers continue to rise, up 6% YOY for March and up 9% for the first three
months of the year, following drier conditions across much of eastern Australia. Lamb slaughter,
at almost 2m head for March, is up 5% YOY and 3.5% for the first three months of the year.
Indicative lamb slaughter numbers saw a big increase through the middle of April, leading to
the falling prices, before slaughter numbers declined towards the end of the month, supporting
prices back up.
Reflecting the higher slaughter numbers, lamb exports were up 32% for the month of April, at
22,581 tonnes swt, and sheepmeat exports were up 31%, at 11, 596 tonnes swt . Year-to-date
(April) export figures for sheepmeat are up 14% and for lamb up 8%.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

Fallout from live export sheep footage. Ongoing pressure remains on the live sheep industry,
following the release of confronting footage of distressed sheep on board a live sheep vessel
travelling to the Middle East in 2017. The Labor party has announced that it would phase out
live sheep trade if it won government elections. At the time of writing, the government review
had not been released.

Lamb prices at turning point of the season, as
supplies decline
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator
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Sugar surplus weighs on market
Rising production in Asia has been weighing on the sugar market for a number of months. During
April, as Indian and Thai crushes continued full speed ahead to record levels, the weight increased
and ICE #11 fell below USc 11/lb for the first time since 2015.
Rabobank forecasts a lift of more than 49% in Indian production in 2017/18, to 31.7m raw tonnes.
This would only be the third time the 30m-tonne mark is exceeded. The government has issued
export quotas to encourage movement of excess production (Indian consumption is forecast at
around 27.5m tonnes). A further concern for the market is the likelihood that production could
exceed 30m tonnes for a second consecutive season in 2018/19.
Rabobank has lowered the price forecast for the ICE #11 in April, with the outlook for strong
production likely to continue to weigh on prices through 2018. In Australian-dollar terms, this
presents a likelihood that sugar prices will continue to trade below AUD 400/tonnes in coming
months.
The Brazilian crush is just commencing – and while the ethanol price has fallen, as it tends to do at
this point in the season, it remains above the sugar price. This is one factor that is providing some
positive news for the market. Rabobank forecasts the swing to ethanol production this year will cut
sugar production by between 4m tonnes and 5m tonnes YOY.
The Australian crush will commence in a matter of weeks, and the prospects are currently
supportive of an improved volume of cane in 2018, as production recovers following cyclone
Debbie last year, along with benefits from March rainfall.

What to watch

Sugar

•

Chinese demand has been tempered by increased price competitiveness of the alternative
sweetener, high fructose corn syrup. Imports of sugar through officially reported channels
have slowed. However, while unofficial volumes are still making their way into the market, it
will be necessary to monitor these and official numbers in order to gauge overall Chinese
sugar demand.

Sugar market under pressure
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ICE #2 builds momentum
The cotton futures market continues to be supported by the substantial unfixed mill position, strong
US export pace, and dry conditions in West Texas. At the time of writing, futures prices had pushed
through USc 86/lb, helping Australian physical cash offers push over the AUD 600/bale mark.
Rabobank has forecast this strength and volatility to remain through until July, but to come
under pressure in the second half of 2018, with an average of USc 76/lb in Q3 and USc 72/lb in Q4.
The 2018 Australian cotton pick is progressing, and above-average yields will likely lift production
above 4.5m bales, and above Rabobank’s pre-season outlook of 4.3m bales. The prospect of this
strong availability is contributing to softening basis levels, which have also been impacted by readily
available and competitive US cotton in the global market.
China remains an important market to watch, with national reserve auctions recording a 58%
clearance rate through to the end of April. The sales of higher-quality Xinjiang cotton, though, have
reportedly been far stronger than other stockpiled fibre. For exporters like Australia, this is a positive
indication of the demand for higher-quality fibre, which may influence required import volume.
The other factor that may provide some upside risk to the outlook in the second half remains the
drought conditions in West Texas. This region produced 45% of the US crop in 2017/18. With
planting underway in the US, the developing seasonal conditions, and whether adequate rain arrives
will have a strong influence on abandonment, yield, and total US cotton production in 2018/19.

What to watch

Cotton

•

The still-proposed Chinese tariffs on US cotton remain an important issue to watch.
Confirmation of the implementation and the timeline for introduction will have
implications for both the ICE #2 and local physical markets.

ICE #2 Cotton price edges higher
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The ICE #2 is maintaining both strength and volatility, as the mill and speculator battle rolls on until July.

Records broken again in April
A weaker Australian dollar helped the Australian Eastern Market Indicator to a new record level in April,
touching AUc 1,846/kg clean and, at the time of writing, sitting 4% above month-ago levels. In US
dollar-terms, however, the indicator gained just 2% through the month, to sit at USc 1,384/kg at the
beginning of May.
Mid-micron wool indicators lifted, as evidence of falling supply grows in categories from 20-27 micron.
Volumes exported through to March remain 5.5% ahead of last season, although export pace is
slowing as the volume of wool tested and offered for sale slows.
The Australian Wool Production Forecasting Committee (AWPFC) April forecast is for a 1% decline in
wool production in 2017/18, on last season’s 340 mkg greasy produced. Lower wool cut per head as
dry seasonal conditions persist across most producing areas is the key driver for the fall. Looking to next
season, the dry conditions are likely to impact the volume and quantity of supply into 2018/19.
AWPFC’s estimate is also for a further 2% fall in production next season. Lower wool supply should
provide support for prices – both in the coming months, as the season winds down, and potentially
beyond, as the outlook for 2018/19 sees further declines in supply.
The crossbred market saw some healthy gains through April, with the 28-micron indicator lifting by
15% during the month. The broader crossbred types of 30 and 32 micron also saw some very strong
month-on-month gains, to reach the highest level since late 2016.

What to watch

Wool

•

Dry conditions across key sheep-production areas in Australia have persisted, and this will
impact both the volume of wool coming onto the market in spring, along with the type and
quality of wool.

EMI breaks another record
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Australian Eastern Market Indicator continues to push through the record books during April.
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Glass is still greater than half full
Whilst wine-in-a-can is not new to the global market, the category continues to evolve in Australia.
The trend is being driven by consumer desires for alternatives such as packaging sizes (seeking
smaller serve sizes, limiting wastage, and convenience), coupled with the rise of the craft beer
market and the drinking preferences of millennials. While glass-bottle sales continue to dominate
globally, based upon the US market , we expect to see this alternate packaging trend continue to
develop in Australia. Nielsen indicates year-on-year 2016 sales growth in the US for wine cans
(125%), Tetra Pak (+21%), and bag-in-a-box (+13%, a nod back to the 1980s).
The short European vintage of 2017 flowed into increasing global prices for both bulk and bottled
wine, with this being an accepted current position and buyers not pushing back. Globally, eyes are
on what the Southern Hemisphere 2018 vintage will bring. At this stage, there are mixed reports on
volume in NZ. If a final at, or below, 2017 grape crush occurs in both Australia and NZ for 2018,
global prices are unlikely to drop in the short to medium term.
China continues to be a rising star for Australian wine exports. Australia’s wine exports to China
surpassed AUD 1bn in the year to March 2018, with this market now accounting for 38% of all
Australian wine exports by value. Ongoing tariff reductions assisting increases in values have
combined with year-on-year volume increase to move this total export value higher. The total
volume of all Australian wine exports rose by 10% YOY in 2017, and the value per litre by 5%. NZ is,
however, now outpacing Australian wine consumption in the US by value (+9% higher YOY in
2017). But to note is this has been achieved on only 37% of case-equivalent Australian volumes.

What to watch
•

Wine

Current and future wine preferences of millennials and Generation Z in the US. In Australia's
second-largest wine market (by value), wine as a drink for millennials (those born between 1981
and 1996) is ranked last among all alcoholic beverage choices, according to a recent Nielsen
survey. Millennials make up 22% of the US population; however, Generation Z (those born after
1997) now make up 26% of the US population. How the drinking preferences of both groups
evolve will have a bearing on the future evolution of Australian wine exports to the region.
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The trend of increasing export value of NZ wine continues to December 2017.
The absolute increase over four years by volume for Australia has not kept pace on a value basis.

2017
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Berry nice for fruit value and volume
Total production, export volumes, and total market value (domestic and net exports) have continued
to grow year-on-year for the combined fruit categories since 2016/17. We take a brief look at two of
the key sectors:
Berry fruit (all categories) continues year-on-year category growth, both in domestic and export
markets. Consumption growth on a per capita basis (YOY CAGR from 2013 to 2017) is above that
for total category of All Fruit for Australia. On an absolute basis over the period, the production
growth of all berries has been 29,000 tonnes, with growth in the value of category of
AUD 349m during that time.
This is on-trend with other countries for both domestic production and consumption. For example,
in the EU, fresh berry consumption has been growing 7% YOY since 2004, with global berry fruit
exports having grown by over 190%, or 290,000 tonnes, for the same period to meet demand.
Australia continues to seek export opportunities, becoming a net exporter of berries in 2015/16 and
2016/17 (this is still a small portion of total Australian market value, at net AUD 1m and AUD 14m,
respectively).
Citrus is also experiencing both domestic and export growth in both volume and value. China
represents the largest export market for Australian Citrus, dominated by oranges at 78% of export
tonnages to China to June in 2017. The Chinese market holds promise for Australian citrus,
particularly as tariffs continue to reduce under the China FTA. USDA (China Citrus Annual) indicates
that, while forecast citrus production in China will continue to grow in 2017/18, along with a rise in
all citrus fruit prices, Chinese import demand is expected to increase due to robust consumer
demand.

What to watch

Horticulture

•

Disease risks. With continued citrus sector growth, the recent reported discovery of citrus canker in
two nurseries in the Northern Territory is high on the radar of the industry, with swift action being
taken to contain it.

Domestic berry consumption on the rise
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Markets stable through April
April was a quiet month across key fertiliser markets, with prices of nitrogen, phosphate, and
potash largely all stable month-on-month. Rather than supply-and-demand movements, it was a
weaker Aussie dollar against the US dollar that moved AUD-adjusted fertiliser prices upward.
Subdued demand and the continual growth in supply continue to weigh on the urea market. The
AUD-adjusted urea price finished April up 1% MOM, at AUD 335/tonne ex-Middle East. The
Indian 1.1m-tonne tender, due for loading in late May, is yet to bear any impact on prices. The
return of Chinese buying to the export market is also yet to have any significant influence on the
market. Typically, the market is seasonally quiet through June and July, before demand returns
ahead of the winter crop in the Northern Hemisphere in August/September.
The phosphate market was also stable. DAP ex-US GULF finished up AUD 12/tonne, closing April
at AUD 546/tonne. Prices still remain high, relative to the last two years, resulting from limited
DAP availability in the US to meet the end-of-spring demand. Our view is that prices will come off
current highs heading into 2H, with more planned supply to come online from Morocco and
Saudi Arabia.
For Australia, local demand for urea will be the critical factor for pricing this winter cropping
season. A dry start to the season throughout the west and eastern states will be playing on
growers’ minds ahead of late winter and early spring, which can be expected to limit any hike in
sudden demand.

What to watch

Fertiliser

•

The second round of Chinese pollution inspections will begin in coming months, targeted at
further reducing air pollution by industrial plants. In the firing line are fertiliser manufacturers,
who may be forced to upgrade production facilities in order to meet pollution requirements.
Rabobank expects this to have some short-term impact on the Chinese domestic price of
fertilizer – and, as a result, reduce capacity available for export.

A stronger US dollar supports higher local prices
AUD-adjusted global prices
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AUD slides for third month running
The Australian dollar lost more than 2 cents against its US counterpart in April/early May. The
currency was worth USc 74.88 early on 3 May.
The sliding value of the local currency in the last month has largely been a function of dynamics in
the US, with the US dollar rising substantially on a broad index basis over the period. Basically, US
monetary policy is tightening, while rates remain on hold in most other countries, and the market is
finally responding to that (addressing what Rabobank saw as an unsustainably weak US dollar in
recent months).
While the US Federal Reserve kept policy settings unchanged at its meeting on 3 May, it noted that
job gains have, on average, been strong in recent months and that inflation has moved closer to 2%.
Based on continued improvement in the economy in the coming months, Rabobank expects two
more US rate hikes this year (one in June and one in September). The futures market is pricing in
more or less the same.
As widely expected, the RBA left policy unchanged at its meeting on 1 May. The board noted that it
expected further progress in reducing unemployment and having inflation return to target, although
this progress is likely to be gradual. The RBA signalled that the next move will be a rate hike, but
that patience is warranted.
With the market now better reflecting the divergence of monetary policy direction in the US and
Australia, the downside for the Australian dollar is now substantially less over the next 12
months. After trading around current levels over the next six months, we expect the Australian dollar
to fall to USc 74 by April 2019.

What to watch

FX

•

Trade tensions between the US and China. While US and Chinese officials are due to meet in
early May to discuss trade, there is as yet little sign of either side backing down from recent threats.
An escalation of tensions would likely exert further downward pressure on the Australian dollar as
capital flies to the safety of US financial markets.

Australian dollar slides in April/early May
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BDI back afloat, albeit in rough seas
Brent Crude oil prices have surged during April, finishing the month at USD 75.17/bbl, up 8%
MOM. Geopolitical risks continue to underlie a rising price, with rising tensions in the Middle East
and with President Trump having until mid-May to decide on whether the US will impose
sanctions on Iran for its nuclear programme. Indications point to the US pulling out of the Iran
nuclear agreement, of which if it does proceed, Bloomberg believes as much as 500 000 barrels
per day could be wiped off by the end of the year. This cut, followed by an additional cut of 500
000 barrels per day in 2019, will contribute to a slight increase in prices moving forward. It is these
risks, in addition to an extension of the OPEC production cut agreement until the end of 2018, that
play into a lifting of our forecast for Brent Crude for the remainder for 2018. Our forecast for an
average price for Brent Crude has been lifted, from USD 65/bbl to USD 68/bbl, for the remainder
of 2018.
The Baltic Dry Index surged 45% in the first three weeks of April. The Index rose 428 points, to
1,376 points, due to intensifying demand for larger ships to cart ore from Brazil to China. The index
has declined 35 points in the past week, and it currently sits at 1,341 points due to ‘jittering’
associated with a public holiday in China at the beginning of May.
Spring movements of wheat in the Northern Hemisphere continue to contribute to the upward
trend; however, the index is driven more heavily by the trade of iron and coal. Australia and Brazil’s
iron ore exports are predicted to decline in the long term, due to a reduction of steel production
in China, which could contribute to a decline in the Baltic Dry Index.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

‘Team Trump’ heads to China. If negotiations between China and the US are able to
avert a trade war, then global growth should begin to stabilise. On the other hand, if
negotiations fail, then the volatility of freight rates will continue, which could have
adverse impacts on commodity prices.

Crude oil continues north
Brent Crude Oil and Average Sydney Diesel,*
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Agri price dashboard
As of 4/5/2018

Unit

MOM
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Grains & oilseeds
CBOT wheat
CBOT soybeans
CBOT corn
Australian ASX EC Wheat
Australian Canola
Beef markets
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
Feeder Steer
North Island Bull 300kg
South Island Bull 300kg
Sheepmeat markets
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator
North Island Lamb 17.5kg YX
South Island Lamb 17.5kg YX
Venison markets
North Island Stag
South Island Stag
Dairy Markets
Butter
Skim Milk Powder
Whole Milk Powder
Cheddar

USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB
USD/tonne FOB
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Unit

Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index
ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby contract)
Sugar markets
ICE Sugar No.11
ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)
Wool markets
Australian Eastern Market Indicator
NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator
Fertiliser
Urea
DAP
Other
B altic Dry Index
B rent Crude Oil
Economics/currency
AUD
NZD
RB A Of f icial Cash Rate
NZRB Of f icial Cash Rate
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